Set Design Project Rubric

Student Name: ________________________________  Production: _____________________

Concept: (10 points)

Typed:

Descriptive Adjectives:

Theme/ Concept:

Overall:

Research: (10 points)

Colored Images:

Black and White Images:

Descriptions for each picture:

Size:

Color:

Flow:

Mood:
**Sketch:** (10 Points)

Uses stage space:

Thoughtful ideas:

Center Line and plaster line drawn:

Color Ideas:

Texture Ideas:

**Ground Plan:** (30 points)

To Scale:

Title Block:

Center Line:

Plaster Line:

Straight Lines:

Labels:

Sight Lines:

Legs and Borders:

Appropriate Notes:

Correctly Drawn Second Story:

Correctly drawn steps/ levels:
**Center Line Section:** (10 points)

- To scale:
- Plaster Line:
- Title Block:
- Sight Lines:
- Borders:
- Straight Lines:
- Appropriate Notes:
- Matches Ground Plan (lines up):

**Model:** (30 points)

- To scale:
- Construction Techniques:
- Painting/ Color Choices:
- Matches Ground Plan and Center Line Drawings:
- Furniture:
- Proscenium Opening:
- Design Aesthetic:
Overall Notes:

Design:

Concept:

Ground Plan:

Center Line:

Model:

Final Grade: